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Saturday's extra time victory completed a fairy tale turnaround for Pirates. Just two seasons ago Pirates finished 
at the bottom of the ladder in both first and reserve grades. Last season the first grade side made the minor semi-
final but Saturday's grand final appearance was the first for the 24-year-old club for almost 20 years. An influx of 
new players last season resulted in the club boasting depth for the first time in years but there still lacked the 
"killer instinct", according to former coach Darryl Bath. This season brilliant goal kicking fullback Stu Macfarlan, 
lock Ken Moffatt, second rower Veta Kedraike, centre Murray Hartin, winger Steve Roberts and hooker Tony 
Byrnes joined the club. But the transformation was not immediate. As late as midway through the second round 
Pirates still made fundamental errors and erred at times with panic play rather than tightening their game when in 
winning positions against the top teams. New captain-coach Roland Batey, with the help several weeks ago of 
former Argentinian and now Wallaby star Enrique Rodriguez, began to mould the forward pack into a. formidable 
unit which finally bared its teeth in the final competition rounds and then the final when Pirates demolished 
Narrabri. 
On Saturday Pirates were hungry for victory in direct contrast to a fortnight earlier when they went within an ace 
of springing the first defeat of the season on Moree in the major semi. 
For three-quarters of the major semi the team played as if it had little chance before finishing strongly. But that 
game more than any other this season gave Pirates the confidence needed for a successful grand final 
performance. And that performance came on Saturday, before scores of supporters and former players who 
made the trip to Moree from all over the north. Grand final referee Jim Gregg, of Gunnedah, summed the 
performance up thus: "It is the first time I have seen Pirates play rugby". Zone president and former ace coach 
Jim Prendergast rated the Pirates performance the best defensive effort he had ever seen in a grand final. The 
Pirates players and supporters were rapt. The 24-year-drought had ended. 

 

As reported in NDL in 2001 
The Tackle 

PIRATES' Steve Roberts made THAT TACKLE on Moree's Rob Houston in the 1985 Central North grand 
final.The tackle typified Pirates' terrier defence in the match which they won 18-15 in extra time. Pirate 
goa1kicker Stuart Macfarlan landed his sixth penalty in extra time to give Pirates victory but as former Buccaneer 
Murray Hartin recalls, it was the Roberts tackle that had everyone talking. "Robbie Houston (Moree) seemed 



certain to score and then Steve Roberts came from the clouds and turned him over on the tryline. It was a great 
tackle," Hartin said. "I've got no doubt he was held up and Barry Everingham who was right on the spot swears 
he never got the ball down." Moree had scored a try and had the lead at the time. Moree's 2001 coach Peter 
Copeman played in the 1985 decider and said the tackle was critical although disputed wryly Hartin's assessment 
of the "no try". "Bear (Peter Copeman) and I are good friends. And we can talk about that game now," Hartin said 
with a laugh. Copeman still remembers the incident vividly."A picture appeared in the Moree Champion after the 
game and it showed Houston got the ball down. It was on the ground underneath him. But the referee said he 
didn't get it down," Copeman said. "Murray Hartin and our number eight at the time Tom Dooner still talk , about 
it." Copeman conceded another incident perhaps robbed Pirates of three points. "Stuart Macfarlan had a penalty 
shot and I was , underneath it and I'm sure it just went over the posts but it was disallowed," Copeman said. "It 
was one of those funny ones." Roberts' tackle will be remembered as THAT TACKLE by the Pirates for years to 
come. It was reminiscent of the tackle that George Gregan made on All Black winger Jeff Wilson in 1994 in the 
one off Bledisloe Cup Test at the Sydney Football Stadium. Roberts' effort may not have been as dramatic as 
Gregan's nor come when his side was hanging on to the lead (20-16 in Gregan's case) but in the context of 
Pirates' history it was without doubt the most important tackle a Buccaneer has ever made. 
  
The Kick 

STUART Macfarlan had the feeling goalkickers know only too well when he followed through on the 
matchwinning kick of the 1985 Central North grand final. "It was about 40 metres out and 10.metres in from the 
sideline. It was one of those kicks where I knew as soon as I hit it that it was over," Macfarlan said from Dubbo 
yesterday. And it was the ultimate pressure kick. The scores were locked at I5-all in the fIrst 10 minutes of extra 
time when Macfarlan landed his sixth goal of the day to break the deadlock. Macfarlan, a former NSW Country 
fullback, will make the trip to Tamworth next weekend for the Pirates' 40th anniversary celebrations. "We had a 
great bunch of blokes and that's proven by the number of players coming back for the reunion," he said. "We had 
classy backs but the forwards were terrific. They just tackled Moree out of the match. It was a wholehearted 
display. "I was happy for everyone else. Moree had champagne on ice in the dressing shed so it was a sweet 
feeling to spoil their party." As for the standout player in the Pirate side, Macfarlan had no doubt it was the 
Buccaneer fly-half. "Barry Everingham was the class act in the side. He organised everything and came up with 
the big plays," Macfarlan said. ' An unusual incident took place in the match with 'the scores locked at IS-alIas 
Macfarlan explained. 
"I put a kick over to win it just before we had extra time but the referee ruled otherwise. "I wasn't real happy but 
we were all exhausted. I questioned the decision but we just had to get on with it." Macfarlan said his recollection 
of he finer detail of the rest of the match was a bit hazy. "It was back when I had hair," he said. He was happy to 
know the picture in today's feature was to be of the 1985 vintage Macfarlan and not the 2001 version. 

 


